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A Jar of Sticklebacks explores themes as diverse as love,
death, racism, war, nature, popular culture and the passing of
time. Each is imbued with a gentle.
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Scran A child fishes with a net and a jar for Sticklebacks in
Inverleith Pond in Edinburgh
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Parasite-infected sticklebacks increase the risk-taking
behaviour of uninfected group members
Lionel Kelleway is by the river looking for sticklebacks in
this programme from archives.
Sticklebacks - definition of sticklebacks by The Free
Dictionary
I was about 7 years old. About Barton, Oxford.
Stickleback fish - definition of Stickleback fish by The Free
Dictionary
Some of you might be thinking, “How do I catch a stickleback?
Can I shoot it? A jar of stickleback preserved in formalin.
The preserved fish.
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Each poem is imbued with a gentle sensitivity and a
generosity, to both subject matter and reader, which harks
back to the old-school poets. MY dad was a mining man He mined
coal from the coal fields of Northumberland As a child I would
hold his hand looking at the blue scars and a bullet wound he
had He never complained of being A Jar Of Sticklebacks I still
remember washing his back of coal dust and the cuts where the
stone from the mine dug in, He said just wash them son just
wash them I am a miner's son, we had hardship illness and fun
Sliding down a slag heap on a bit of conveyor belting A Jar Of
Sticklebacks corrugated tin, It wasn't a race you could win,
you just dragged it up and did it again and again Between the
slag heap and the farmer's field, was a stream were
stickleback fish would swim, Catch them put them in a jar with
string around the neck What fun we had fishing in that beck.
The decisions of uninfected sticklebacks to follow their
infected conspecifics, may be an attempt to maintain shoal

cohesion rather than a motivation for higher risk-taking, even
though the latter was the consequence of their behavioural
response.
Visualinspectionofthedatasuggestedapossibleneedtomodelavariancest
Least-squares means: the R package lsmeans. THE stickleback
floundered about the boat, pricking and snapping until he was
quite out of breath. Parasites were weighed to the nearest
milligrams and the parasite burden was calculated as per cent
parasite weight of total weight i.
TheobservationthatS.Reciprocalcrossinfectionofsticklebackswiththe
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